THE ESSENTIAL HOW TO'S
Pick the Perfect Colour Palette for
Your Living Room

Many people have a difficult time relaxing in their own living room. When a space doesn't flow together nicely, it can
result in an unsettling feeling, rather than the “at home” vibe most of us want in our living room.
There are many factors that contribute to the overall energy and flow of a room setting, but a living room simply
doesn’t feel right without the right color theme in place. In this guide, we’re sharing our expert tips in order to help
create the perfect colour palette for your space.
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IDENTIFY YOUR STYLE
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Many people pick up home decor magazines and
peruse Pinterest and blogs to see what’s out there.
But, when it comes to deciding on the style for their
homes, they get lost in the sea of ideas.
People find it easy to daydream about living room
styles, but have a hard time beginning the process of
finding the right style for their room.
Decor is such an individual and unique thing, but it’s
made easier when we know the basics of determining
our ideal style.
Let us help with that. So, what’s your style?

BOHEMIAN

RUSTIC

Bohemian embraces expression, bright colours and
unconventional displays of accessories. It’s chic and is a style
where your personal style and aesthetic shines through.

If you love the look of rugged, natural beauty, the rustic style may be
for you. This style embraces textures inspired by nature, earth-based
tones and a emanates the feeling of warmth when you enter the room.

CONTEMPORARY

MID-CENTURY

The contemporary style revolves around the present and has
a sophisticated vibe. Clutter isn’t visible and design elements
are normally neutral, clean and smooth.

Mid-century is a popular style for homes in 2018. It features
geometric shapes, contemporary patterns and unique
accents. Everything is uncomplicated.

GET INSPIRED WITH
HOME EVOLUTION
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Exit out of your Pinterest account and head to
Home Evolution for some in-person design
inspiration.
Our experienced design associates can help
you narrow your colour palette process
down. We see customers bringing in their
stones, hardwoods and carpet samples.
We’ll sit with you and discuss what colour
palettes would work best based on your
current home furnishings and samples.

PICK A WALL COLOUR
& ACCENT COLOURS
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Once you know the style you want for your living
room, it’s time to decide on your wall colour.
Neutral colours tend to be the most popular, but
it’s important to remember that what’s popular in
neutral colours will change over time. Grey has
been very popular for the past few years, but we’re
seeing rich browns and deeper tones gaining
popularity now.
While there are so many colours to choose from,
Home Evolution recommends picking a shade you
won’t get tired of and will love forever, or at least
until the next time you paint your interior.

USE THE 60/40 RULE
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Try keeping things neutral and
adding in a hint of colour. This is
called the 60/40 rule.
60% of your living room should
be your main colour in the colour
scheme and 40% of your living room
can feature your accent colour and
trendy accessories.
Mix timeless, long-standing items
with accent colours and

accessories that tend to change
each season.
This will keep your living room fresh
while remaining relaxing and homey.
Your home is an investment. Because
of that, it’s important to balance the
longevity of the style and colours
decided on.

CONTACT
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Now that you know how to pick the perfect
colour palette to turn your living room
into your most relaxing space, it’s time to
go shopping! Why not come into Home
Evolution and see what we can do for you?
Home Evolution is Calgary’s premier
lifestyle store. We offer a sophisticated
collection of furniture and accessories
that reflect your lifestyle and needs.
We are celebrating 18 years of helping
Calgarians create beautiful spaces. We
stand by our commitment to quality and
service that has earned Home Evolution
the trust and loyalty of our customers.
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